Ridgeview CC - Polar Bear Cross-Country Scramble

The Back 9 - Par 37 (3306 yards)
Course Architect - Aaron Anderson

Men - Blue Tees
Women - Orange Tees

"Cabbage Corner"
#10 Tee (below hill) to #17 Green
546 Yards
One of the trickiest holes on the course. Play down 16 fairway and over to 17 Green. 99%
should play it as a 3 shot hole. The further down you get, the easier the 3rd shot. If you are
in the 1%, good luck!
Hole #11 "Second Chance"
#18 White Tee to #9 Green
328 Yards
The hole plays as an uphill dogleg right around the pine trees. It may give the big hitters
a second chance at driving the #9 Green with good wind conditions. It also gives you a second
chance at the long putt on the #9 Green.
Hole #12 "hang a left"
#2 White Tee box to #3 Green
375 Yards
Actual yardage to pin is 330, give it a go? The hole plays down #2 with a left turn to an
uphill green, tilted right. The further down the fairway, the better for your approach.
Disregard OB Stakes leftover from Front 9
Hole #13 "Short Fries"
#3 White Upper Tee to #2 Green
144/132
A short downhill par 3 to a green with an unfavorable slope. Crafty shot required
Hole #14 "Downward Descent" #9 White Tee to #4 Green
404 Yards
This hole plays over the pine trees guarding the 8th hole and all downhill from there.
Depending on the wind, a solid drive over the trees will leave most with a short wedge.
Hole #15 "The RCC Road Hole" #5 Gold Tee to #6 Green
514 Yards
A good tee shot to the narrows sets up the hole. A long drive could come close to the
fairway. The 2nd shot is not treat but can make the green. A birdie is good, an eagle is
difficult, but not impossible.
Hole #16 "Split Tee Par 3"
#7 Red Tee to #13 Green
155 / 139
Short Par three… Audience potential adds pressure. Should be birdie, but still buck forty seven
Hole #17 "Moguls"
#7 Blue Tee Box to #12 Green
482 Yards
A short par 5 playing backwards up the 13th fairway to the #12 Green. Seems harmless,
lots of carry to hit the green.
Hole #18 "Double Green"
#15 Blue Tee to #10 Green
358 Yards
Another great test of cross-country golf, this finishing hole plays to the left and behind
#15 green to a heavily guarded 10th green that is protected and heavily sloped.
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After completing #18, please proceed to Hole #10 - "Cabbage Corner"
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